
 

Sygic GPS Navigation 11.2.6 Android ACTIVATION CODE

sygic's license server allows you to unlock up to four registered devices on a single sygic account. your codes are tied to individual devices and change if you use a different one. please note that the function of your codes may be revoked if you change your android device. sygic is free of charge and does not include any ads, no in-app
purchases. however, at least for the moment, the activation key only works in browsers that recognize openpgp encryption. if your browser does not support it, you can get a free service that will generate a random key for you. this product code is valid to activate any of the eight supported map types in sygic. use the following syntax for the

activation code. for example, if your map type is'map type xyz' and your map file is 'xyz.gpx', then the activation code syntax would be ''. as an alternative, the '' format is supported if you don't know the map file name. sygic (android navigation app) shows inaccurate signal for car navigation and does not show the current position nor
navigate. it does however show a signal bar for all of the satellite signal bar positions. when going into the numeric position display (menu - settings gps satellite ), it shows current geo coordinates, speed, height etc. very occasionally, the position indicator may even jump to the current position on the map but at best follows the current route

for a few meters only and then is offline again. nonetheless, while offline the map (the section of the map shown on the display) may reorientate according to current cardinal direction (or sort of that, not sure that it orientates correctly).

Sygic GPS Navigation 11.2.6 Android ACTIVATION CODE

you can develop your own tool for remote activation of the licenses using https/php request which allows you to connect directly to sygic server and perform activation operations. the requirement is that each device is having established internet connection. please note on august 2, 2016 we have migrated business license system into the
new generation version where product id's have different values than before so you might need to update your activation script to use new values. besides we are also changing service url, but for the compatibility reasons we still keep the old one till december 31, 2016. for details check the backward compatibility paragraph bellow. you can

develop your own tool for remote activation of the licenses using https/php request which allows you to connect directly to sygic server and perform activation operations. the requirement is that each device is having established internet connection. please note on august 2, 2016 we have migrated business license system into the new
generation version where product id's have different values than before so you might need to update your activation script to use new values. bls allows also a manual activation process, where navigation device needs to be powered off, rebooted (or restarted) and then logged in to the sygic server. there are two steps for manual activation.
the first one is a login operation. the navigation device needs to be logged in with a given set of login credentials. thesygic account credentials are stored in the sygic account (always by a manual login). the navigation credentials can be different than login credentials. the second step is to deactivate the active license. when the navigation
device is active the sygic server instructs the navigation app to enable the license. if bls receives the request to deactivate the license it will deactivate the license if it is locked to a device identifier. if it is locked to a user name and the user name has not passed the expiry date, bls will deactivate the license (if on time remaining in date is

less than the 2 years limit). otherwise the license will remain active. for more information please visit http://www.sygic.com/support/manual-licenses/online-activation-overview . 5ec8ef588b
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